Oral processing of emulsion systems from a colloidal perspective.
This review discusses recent understanding of the oral destabilization of food emulsions from a colloidal perspective. The review deals mainly with the microstructural changes in emulsions and emulsion gels during oral processing at a colloidal length scale, with the key emphasis being on the role of electrostatic interactions, enzymatic modifications and surface-induced phenomena. Knowledge of these complex interactions between the emulsion droplets and the oral components, such as salivary proteins, enzymes and oral shear, might be the key to understanding the oral behaviour and sensory perception of food emulsions. Gaining insights on the interplay between interfacial engineering, oral breakdown and sensory response can serve as a reference in the designing of low fat products with a full fat sensation. Finally, the review also includes a small section on mixed hydrocolloid gel structuring, targeting populations with special oral processing needs. The combination of microstructural approaches and our understanding of the fate of structure during oral processing can help us to design new products with novel sensorial and/or textural attributes.